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About This Game

VR Home is a sandbox game made for the HTC Vive based around building and designing your own virtual house or room. You
can build, save and interact with your creations and homes.

Features

PLAY your favorite games on a large or small screen!

INTERACT with the objects and the world around you!

WATCH or STREAM your favorite youtube videos and movie files!

LISTEN to your favorite music files or radio streams!

BUILD anything from your real room, a gaming room, a production room, a disco room or even your nan's kitchen!

CUSTOMISE everything about your house including the walls, the wallpaper, the floor or even the posters!

REPLICATE real rooms using the wide variety of furniture!

HUNDREDS of objects and furniture to choose from!
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TONS of unique functions, from playing gameboy games, watching 360 videos, shooting guns or even shrinking
yourself!

If there is any questions or suggestions please contact me at vrhomegame@gmail.com. 90% of the money earned goes back into
developing the game further.
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Title: VR Home
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Dandover
Publisher:
Dandover
Release Date: 16 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel Core i5 4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 10 GB available space

English
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Playing Ian's Eyes I discovered an innovative game with a cute design. It's a lineal game, but it relies on a solid story and
different ways to advance on each level. The difficulty curve increases in each level of the game and it becomes really
challenging for a casual player. Some levels can be tricky and could generate a bit of frustration but it's compensated by plenty
ways of solving each puzzle.
Ian's Eyes proves that it's possible to create a non-violent zombie game taking as foundation an original concept and a carefully
treated atmosphere.

What I love: animations, originality, the music, and the atmosphere in general...
What is improvable: character's control is a little messy when far away from the camera, abrupt changes form one fixed camera
to another provoke some senseless deaths that might be frustrating, Bate's character voice could be more convincing…. Hello
Friends! This dlc actually came with Bradygames strategy guides for the game. Eventually, it was released as a paid dlc. At least
people who did not buy the guide can buy it now. It adds a machine gun basically.

Recommended for people who did not buy the strategy guide to get the code, and buy it for cheaper on here. It adds a new
weapon too.. It's a good time waster and it brings back that feeling you got when watching starship troopers. BUT, god damn can
we get a setting that turns of the particles for when enemies and objects blow up?

I can run the game on max grapics fine but all the particles when a horde of enemies or minerls blow up it starts laging to hell
and back.

I give it a 7 out of 10. 2 taken off because of the particle lag and 1 for the repeating music it gets hell of annoying when you
realize its on loop.. I really like this kind of game.
It`s somewhat similar to Subnautica i would say
but as a big difference to Subnautica this game
has been developed for VR and you can feel
that everywhere. I would love if there would be more
content in this game or games like this released more often.

A big thanks to the devs for developing such a gem.. Nice puzzle game with easy and hard levels. A good amount of content and
a level creator
\u30fd\u0f3c\u0e88\u0644\u035c\u0e88\u0f3d\uff89
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Very interesting looking hidden object game, although it isn't typicall for the genre.
The graphics and sounds are solid. The story is based around b-production horror movies, therefore the plot itself is a bit
bizzare.
I like the silhouette mode, keeps you busy, and overall, this game, in terms of puzzles and challenges, wil make you think. Very
few things "just to click on".
Some of the things considering gameplay and storyline could be better explained, but in a strange way, it suits the theme of the
game.. Moreish. Perfect physics and very punishing.. Another great table for VR. If you love VR and do not want to run out to
spend 5, 6, or 7 thousand on a real machine then this is as close as you can get. Good physics, you can nudge \/ bump machine -
be careful not to TILT! anyway this review long over due. We need more like this. Im getting ready to download their universal
pack with ET, Jaws, and Back to the Future. I don't care if others complain about the volume increase in those and hopefully the
devs will work that out in a future fix.. This game is worth the price, its very easy to add maps or alter the appearance on your
character. You can also do some steazy tricks and the grinds look good if the board or trucks connect with the surface. From a
very bad skaters perspective this game has everything i wanna do in real life but its less painful but not as rewarding as it is to
land something i real life but its ok its just makes me wanna land it in real life instead. The only thing this game really needs is
multiplayer. I still recommend it to anyone who likes skating.. Purchased during a sale and surprisingly , finally , a route than
seems to run well. No glitches so far , as good a frame rate as could be expected for any TS route. Plenty of scenarios.
This is what all add on routes should be like. Reasonably priced and enjoyable.
. I really enjoy this software! Coppercube may be more graphically limited than other engines out there; but if you only have
integrated graphics like me you cannot run other engines, making Coppercube a great choice. If you want to get serious with this
program you will have import your own 3d models, however. All in all, this programs compatibility with many 3d models, Java
support, and many options for exportability makes it a top choice.. I absolutely loved this game! I'm so glad that it's on steam
now, since my old disk has been getting fairly scratched up over the years and it's nice to have a reliable copy.

While the game's graphics have probably not aged very well for those not viewing it through nostalgia-tinted lens, it actually
stands up fairly well still (native 1080p, anyone?). The strategy side is still rock solid as well, and it's implementation of
formations and terrain remain uniquely excellent in my opinion. I know the old version had some stability issues, but I believe
those have been addressed as of now.

The single player story is definitely the selling point for this entry and I absolutely loved it's branching endings. No matter how
many times I play it, every year or two I find myself putting it back in and booting it up to play through again! The multiplayer
is kinda meh in this entry, but it's still serviceable if you'd only like to buy one out of the two. So for its excellent strategy, epic
story and strong replayability, I couldn't recommend this game more highly! Buy it already!
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